ACTIVITY 2

The World of The Giver: From Words on a Page to Images on the Screen
Author Lois Lowry’s words offer readers powerful images. Readers can use these images to create their own pictures as they read. For the movie of The Giver,
words are turned into powerful images by some of the most talented artists in filmmaking today. This activity will help you explore how words from a book
“move” to the screen, by comparing a scene from the book The Giver with the same scene from the movie script.
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YOUR TURN

BEFORE YOU SEE THE MOVIE

• In what ways are the descriptions of the books in the
Giver’s living quarters similar in the novel and in the script?
In what ways are they different?
• What are the most descriptive words or phrases Lois
Lowry uses in the novel to show Jonas’s reactions to the
Giver’s living quarters? To show Jonas’s first reaction to the
Giver? How is Jonas’s reaction conveyed in the script?
• Why do you think the movie script includes a transept
for Jonas to walk on, and a spiral staircase in the Giver’s
living quarters? What do you think these physical objects
communicate to a movie audience about the Giver?
About Jonas? About this first meeting?

In the boxes provided, draw what you think this scene from the movie
script will look like on screen.

AFTER YOU SEE THE MOVIE
Compare your drawing with what you saw on screen. How is the room
similar to what you expected? How is it different?
For educational resources, go to walden.com/thegiver

